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SAMUEL HOUGH

Perugia
An easy postured spirit graciously reviews
The ambling, worn stone ways
That wind and tumble down the Etruscan hill,
Change to steps, meet narrower friends, vanish.
Shadowed by weathered walls of nutmeg grey,
He notes the modern city from his vantage.
Sliding through a market throng,
He finds the full bloom of his craftsmanship—
A delicate moment, voluptuously caught—
Displayed under an arch in etiolated solitude.
But what great wings beat that scatter
The crowd, like shedded feathers, from the street?
A bold Fiat, its horn quacking,
Recklessly drives a goose-laden housewife
Huddling to the immune wall for safety.
A wizened woman in octogenaric black
Stoops agonizingly and scoops a feather of cardboard,
Beneficently dropped, into a muslin sack.
Perusing a crude cast candlestick
In the arch of a black cave shop,
He sees by electric-torch flashes
Among ancient shadows, lethargically clanging,
Irresilient artisans about the
Lobotomized labor of modernity.

JAMES C. NOHRNBERG

Old Sinners
Adhaesit pavimento anima mea
I
Mad Blake wandered Heaven and Hell
Between the pale wafer of rented walls,
Inferred satanic caverns yawned below
Where on the plaster eight feet fall
To plumb the stubborn floor.
Blake hardly passed the door
To know the worm at world's core.
II
The deviled snake drank Holy Blood
From Arimanth'a's cup;
In his coiling bowels it burned corrupt.
Behind the foliage of the interdicted tree
He drew his nails in the wood;
At the height of human reach
He fanged forever old Adam's peach.

Ill
Augustine lechered as a Manichee
With an undivided will;
Not until a later season
When pubescent bulbs lay gelt blind broken sodden
Did he come upon right rotting reason,
The tangled error that the snake distils:
Human organs aren't liable to the will.

JAMES C. NOHRNBERG

Stinson Beach
Beatitude alone
Will bring zero to fruition
The passage past the sounding bell,
Or teach the bell to remember and forget.
Grace alone can teach the waters their silent closing,
Cleaving under, closing over falling hulls. Nor shall we suppose,
The drowning done, to appease in-wound error, backward debt,
Or to unspin the antique turbination of the shell,
Which zero brought to fruition:
Error and only error.
When twilight wings through steep deserted skies,
Darkness rains into the west,
Then pitch thy tent against abducting night,
Paling, darkening surf.
I hear of gulls, scattered in the fog,
Wheeling in the spirals of the ear.
An antique winch is in its braying,
Its center-pin mills down to nothing.
Wheresoever the propelling wind,
There turned against the gull,
Turned I. In the pale afterstorm
The swallows are borne home north.
0 San Juan Capistrano, seat of many returns,
1 am the backward crab upon the western rim,
Proceeding through the east, fog October unto
Blowing May. Turned among celestial cars.
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Self-regarding chastities engender silent vice,
Raid their own foundations to maintain exotic progenies
And hollow out their graves. No continence to forbear,
Then contract to be seduced. Reasons for assent
Will sponsor many doubts and failings,
Scandalize the certitudes, and reinvoke
The intercourse with the unseen. No one long sustains
The utter price magnifigance exacts.
Mansions on the strand.

To wreck upon the dark meridian,
The clangour of the midnight bell
Dying through the antique chambers of the stoppered ear.
Now receding tides slow fall upon their undertow,
Borne off. The reef becomes again
The old fossil of the shallows.
A light-carrying boat is crossing over,
Against the eastern star, off a bone coast.
Hear the tandem buoy
calling calling calling calling.
Before us go the vacant canopies of shade
Withdrawing all our debt to pleasure,
Falling heir to everything we purchased with our pain.
Shadows body forth mere nothingness and soon enclose
Who printless walk abroad the wild strand, mere parables
Of absence, darkness death,
The zeroes of the world.
On the gleaming borders of the surf
Follow now the silver dance of gulls,
In an open space, on a run-off.
An end of squaking squalling flying falling no more hunting.
An end of oils and rind and flies and stench no more hunting.
An end of killers.
Essay no longer the wretched smile
Nor pretend the ease and confidence,
No more an evil eye, neither hideous sleep.
Thy carrion habitation is done, undone, and done,
The sufficient homecoming is achieved.
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Whirling on
Preterition and futurity
Contend the never with the never, ring
The stationed buoy where the trough concaves the rising,
Where memory enspheres the prophecy, confounding then and then.
The buoy is roost and nest, moulted by stinging oxygen,
Charging excrement and birth to the single zoning
To contest the sounding bell, two severings,
From preterition, and futurity
Whirling on.

GEORGE KEARNS

For Edgar Bogardus
What I wrote after your death was meant
more for my own sake than for yours, good friend and poet,
who fenced your short life learning h ow
to isolate emotion but not show it.
If you find flaws of sentiment, you'll laugh;
if moved, your fellow ghosts will never know it.

^r' ^earn* lives in New York City.

CHRISTOPHER ERIC SPEETH

Ambrosia
A shiny black, chauffered Cadillac pulled to the front entrance of the
Main Library on Monday afternoon and stopped. The driver stepped intc
the street to assemble a wheel chair which he took from the trunk. A ven
old woman managed somehow to open the rear door of the car whereupon
she was placed awkwardly into the chair. The driver backed the chaii
sin oothly up the front steps of the library, turned about, and guided t
through a door labeled, "Please use the revolving doors." He eased the chan
down the marble interior to an elevator, excused himself, and turned bad
to the street.
Meanwhile the old invalid lady was raised five floors. She tried to correct
herself in the chair. The elevator stopped, and in obedience to the mechanic*
doors, she wheeled herself to a small room at the end of a dark corrido:
She paused for an instant, breathing deeply, before thrusting the glass dotf
open which promptly closed on her chair, wedging it half inside. Upoc
seeing the woman enter, Mr. Dunkel stood up and, after a curt bow, said
"Greetings, Millie."
Millie, who was quite exhausted, forced a smile which sent a pale pid
into her cheeks. Mr. Dunkel walked hurriedly to Millie, freed her from tl*
snare, and manouvered her to the end of a table directly opposite his place
The spring on the door, like a grasshopper, hissed to its natural position. Tb*
unexpected noise quieted six other women who filled the larger sides of t»
table, wholly bewildered until Mr. Dunkel reassumed his place.
Richard Dunkel was indeed the paragon of librarians. He gratified ead
of his adult education classes weekly with great books, selected carefully **
well-placed. He was reputed to have an uncanny way of coming right to tl*
point with a discussion group. On this particular Monday meeting of tb
'Live Long and Like It Club,' Crime and Punishment was being scrutinize^
"All right, girls. Let's begin," said Mr. Dunkel. "What do you think &
the book, Suzie?" he continued.
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"Oh, I'm so sorry, Mr. Dunkel, but I had trouble with my eyes this week.
I went to the doctor, and he said to me, 'Mrs. Morris, you should not read
any books this week because you must save your eyes.
"Not another word, Suzie; the doctor's right."
"How could he kill the poor thing?" asked another woman, "She never
harmed anyone."
Millie raised her hand and softly said, "All old women should be axed.
They're nothing but a nuisance to society."
"Really Millie," replied Richard Dunkel, "What would I do without
them?"
"Posh!" returned Millie.
He was accustomed to Millie's remarks. Nevertheless he always prac
tised an astonished look and responded using his gentle voice.
"If my eyes keep up like this, the doctor says that something will have
to be done."
"Raskolnikov reminds me of so many people I know."
"Don't get upset now, dearie."
"I think Raskolnikov is sexy."
"Theresa, you are a wicked thing!"
"You should try my doctor. He won't do anything unless it's absolutely
necessary."
"It's the society that did it to him. Remember what we read about the
Great Mother?"
"Yes. Yes."
"Russian must be hard with all those long names."
"Not actually. You get used to them."
"I don't know; I haven't got that far."
"Please. Please," cried Mr. Dunkel, "Before one of you girls gets carried
away, we shall have our tea."
As Mr. Dunkel finished talking, a young girl rolled a tea cart into the
room. She placed small cups gracefully at each woman's place and left a
plate of muffins in the center of the table.
"I thought you might like these," she said. "I made them in cooking
class this morning."
After having been thanked for her kindness, she left the room. Mr.
Dunkel poured the tea and stood to give the Club's toast.
"To immortality," he cried.
"To immortality," the women resounded.
"Fiddlesticks," said Millie.
The muffins were passed, and it was decided that the younger generation
was not thoughtless. Millie took a muffin and tossed it into her mouth to
suck on until it became soft. But it would not soften. She wanted to spit it

to
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CHRISTOPHER ERIC SPEETH

Ambrosia
A shiny black, chauffered Cadillac pulled to the front entrance of the
Main Library on Monday afternoon and stopped. The driver stepped into
the street to assemble a wheel chair which he took from the trunk. A very
old woman managed somehow to open the rear door of the car whereupon
she was placed awkwardly into the chair. The driver backed the chaff
smoothly up the front steps of the library, turned about, and guided it
through a door labeled, "Please use the revolving doors. He eased the chair
down the marble interior to an elevator, excused himself, and turned back
to the street.
Meanwhile the old invalid lady was raised five floors. She tried to correct
herself in the chair. The elevator stopped, and in obedience to the mechanic*
doors, she wheeled herself to a small room at the end of a dark corridorShe paused for an instant, breathing deeply, before thrusting the glass door
open which promptly closed on her chair, wedging it half inside.
seeing the woman enter, Mr. Dunkel stood up and, after a curt bow, sffi
"Greetings, Millie."
.
Millie, who was quite exhausted, forced a smile which sent a pale p
into her cheeks. Mr. Dunkel walked hurriedly to Millie, freed her from t
snare, and manouvered her to the end of a table directly opposite his pi#*'
The spring on the door, like a grasshopper, hissed to its natural position. Tb*
unexpected noise quieted six other women who filled the larger sides or
table, wholly bewildered until Mr. Dunkel reassumed his place.
Richard Dunkel was indeed the paragon of librarians. He gratified ea
of his adult education classes weekly with great books, selected carefully )
well-placed. He was reputed to have an uncanny way of coming right to t
point with a discussion group. On this particular Monday meeting ° ,
'Live Long and Like It Club,' Crime and Punishment was being scrutini
"All right, girls. Let's begin," said Mr. Dunkel. "What do you thin
the book, Suzie?" he continued.
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"Oh, I'm so sorry, Mr. Dunkcl, but I had trouble with my eyes this week.
I went to the doctor, and he said to me, 'Mrs. Morris, you should not read
any books this week because you must save your eyes.
"Not another word, Suzie; the doctor's right."
"How could he kill the poor thing?" asked another woman, "She never
harmed anyone."
Millie raised her hand and softly said, "All old women should be axed.
They're nothing but a nuisance to society."
"Really Millie," replied Richard Dunkel, "What would I do without
them?"
"Posh!" returned Millie.
He was accustomed to Millie's remarks. Nevertheless he always prac
tised an astonished look and responded using his gentle voice.
"If my eyes keep up like this, the doctor says that something will have
to be done."
"Raskolnikov reminds me of so many people I know."
"Don't get upset now, dearie."
"I think Raskolnikov is sexy."
"Theresa, you are a wicked thing!"
"You should try my doctor. He won't do anything unless it's absolutely
necessary."
"It's the society that did it to him. Remember what we read about the
Great Mother?"
"Yes. Yes."
"Russian must be hard with all those long names."
"Not actually. You get used to them."
"I don't know; I haven't got that far."
Please. Please, cried Mr. Dunkel, "Before one of you girls gets carried
away, we shall have our tea."
As Mr. Dunkel finished talking, a young girl rolled a tea cart into the
r°om. She placed small cups gracefully at each woman's place and left a
plate of muffins in the center of the table.
"I thought you might like these," she said. "I made them in cooking
class this morning."
After having been thanked for her kindness, she left the room. Mr.
Dunkel poured the tea and stood to give the Club's toast.
"To immortality," he cried.
'To immortality," the women resounded.
"Fiddlesticks," said Millie.
The muffins were passed, and it was decided that the younger generation
Was not thoughtless. Millie took a muffin and tossed it into her mouth to
suck
- on until it became soft. But it would not soften. She wanted to spit it
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out but the thought of doing so in front of Mr. Dunkel repulsed her. He
looked at her and asked,
"How do you like them, Millie?"
Millie smiled and swallowed the little muffiin. She tried to speak, but
the muffin was lodged in her throat. Suddenly she realized that she could not
breathe. Violently she pushed the table which sent the wheel chair crashing
backward through the glass door. The impact threw Millie convulsively
onto the floor.
"The Doctor. The Doctor," yelled Mr. Dunkel through the door to the
girl. She responded and quickly ran for a telephone while he thrust his hand
wrapped in a clean handkerchief down Millie's throat attempting to retrieve
the muffin. It was too late. Millie's body gave one last spasmodic jerk.
"Oh my! I just knew something like this would happen," cried one of
the women, "I sometimes get these premonitions, you know."
Mr. Dunkel, who generally baptised in the awkward situation, as he
called them, seemed rather unmanageable. When the doctor finally arrived,
he wrenched Mr. Dunkel from the dead body and escorted him to his chair
at the table. The doctor said that certain information surrounding Millie's
suffocation was necessary. For this purpose, he ushered the six women to
another room. Mr. Dunkel sat hunched in his chair with his eyes fixed in a
waxy stare at the floor.
After an hour of circling the square, the chauffeur parked the car and went
into the building to see if anything was wrong. He entered the elevator and
went smoothly up to the fifth floor. As he walked down the corridor, he saw
the wheel chair through the broken door opposite Mr. Dunkel who was now
sleeping in his chair at the table. He touched the handle of the door, and it
opening arcing along the floor. He then lifted the body to the wheel chair
where it was gently placed. He wheeled her carefully to the elevator and out
of the building. As he pushed her effortlessly into the back of the car, a
peddler approached who was selling small mechanical dogs.
"Come on little girl—buy a nice fuzzy dog to play with. Wish I had a
father like yours—knows a good fuzzy dog when he sees one. No? You're
making a big mistake, sir. A big mistake."
He brushed the peddler aside to shut the door. Leaving the wheel chair
standing on the sidewalk, he drove away into the hungry evening.

ROBERT C. HOWELL

Dasein: A Cogito for Moderns
Not the planets in their certain courses
Stationed round our present sun
Nor that Diana-charm of swollen moons—
And driving lunacy between my selves—
Nor comets circling in the night the lost
Who patronize in fear the fructive dust,
Nor galaxies' affront to empty time,
Not anything above my minding world
And hidden from my moulding hands shall be,
Nothing that's jeering me to trust despair
And make a God of Pascal's silences.
I am, I am beyond excrescences
And carelessly, in sometime-madnesses
I writhe within my Wesenheit
And image after me the images
Visionary, every fancy
Frenzy-fancied by my self-made selves.

CHRISTOPHER WARD

Requiem

(The younger brothers in a Franciscan monastery keep watch over the
body of their dead abbot who, in his last years, was an alcoholic.)

Those nights you rode the banisters thumbs down
And drowned St. Francis, spittle-€yed or dumb,
In bleary curvatures of wine, our fingers froze
Hard-pressed to find what screwball scars
You had designed to break us in. Take mercy Father
We were but your sons, knock-kneed
We stumbled to your jawbone like a thief,
Above us guardian angels gently kept
Descending as we flailed you black and blue
Behind the tear-stained shadow of your hackneyed rage.
Screwed up to Sunday in your head you'd got
St. Francis potted, watched St. Peter spill
Ten quarts of last year's bartered beer
Over some tightwad martyr's bed. The Sermon on the Mount
You had misread
As repetitious "mea culpas" for Patristic lies.
O Miserere, Father, tell us why
Your scepter and our dream could die.
Now after two months tamed and curdled we attend
You to the bright temerity of considerate death.
Swaddled to well-groomed safety in these final clothes
Your fingers stick
Like Advent candles through a paper rose.

CHRISTOPHER WARD

I Too, Nicodemus
"There was a man of the Pharisees, named Nicodemus, a ruler of the Jews.
The same came to Jesus by night"

So when the temple dome gone modern lit
Its skull-size nightcap, Nicodemus walked
Tongue-tied into His glittering zone
Of artificial death. Fumbling invisible Torahs,
Only an old man now with beautiful fingers,
In that dry season Nicodemus thought he saw
The city's fires, each evening going black,
Crumble to crimson alleys in his zealot's brain.
Well-trained to mastery of purple prose he held
Municipal woes legally in line, and spelled
The diplomatic code as C.O.D. Always a man
Who kept his place, he was no subject for disgrace.
That night His fable of the wreck divine
Was scribbled out. Hunched over His obedient corns
Down on his knees he scrambled monkey-fashion,
Blunt Master through delirious vines! He crushed
Over His plastered forhead, like Paris in His prime,
Each grape that could explain His crime. Spell-bound
Wise Nicodemus pulled up words for mountains,
Charts of faith dispelled this agonizing reappraisal
Of mankind. Old Nicodemus knew
Here was no ordinary beggar thumbing rides along
The busy road to Rome.
Old Nicodemus thought he heard
White wonder spinning on a Roman nail
He whispered,
The passion is over.

ft
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ROSS H. GELBSPAN

African Literature:
The Split Personality
. . . (He) went over to the carved figure of the negro woman in labour.
Her nude, protuberant body crouched in a strange, clutching posture . ..
... the grey, forward-stretching face, African and tense, abstracted in
utter physical stress . . . almost into meaninglessness by the weight of the
sensation beneath.
Pure culture in sensation, culture in the physical consciousness, . . . ulti
mate . .. mindless, utterly sensual. It is so sensual as to be final, supreme.
D. H. Lawrence, Women in Love
While the American press has made us so conscious of the political
ferment which Africa is presently undergoing, we are far less cognizant of
me accompanying literary emergence of the new African. For in his drive
0r political independence, the African has been intensely concerned with
the cultivation of an "African Personality," an identity upon which to found
the cultural independence of his people.
In this attempt to create an African personality, African literature has
undergone a severe schism, one school drawing upon the cultural heritage of
African folk lore, the other attempting to base the new African personality
upon a culture synthesized by years of culture-contact between Europeans
and Africans. The folk-oriented literature, however, is by far the predominant.
In this essay we will attempt to trace first the basis and development of
1 c literature based on the traditional African culture. We will then examine
"c modern reaction to this movement. Finally, we will attempt some type
0 analysis of the future direction of African literature.
In 1953 Kwame Nkrumah delivered a speech, "The Motion of Destiny,"
a Nvhich he expressed the historical pre-occupation of his people. Implicit in
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that historical sense is the source of material for the first branch of African
literature which we will examine: the folk lore of Africa. For folk lore pro
vides the modern African writer with the cultural heritage as well as with
the uniquely African idiom by which he can justify his work.
The primary moving force of African expression, derived from folk and
religious tradition, is embodied in rhythm, energy and sensuality. The
religious tradition has provided the West African writer, for example, with
the "dia" principle. "Dia" is a kind of vital breath or force which enters the
human body and imparts to it the vitality that propels the human being
throughout his earthly life. It is regarded as an impersonal energy which
permeates the whole of nature, which, too, creates the inviolable union
between man and nature.
This traditional theology, when transformed into literary terms, comes
to be seen as the moving force of African expression, traditional and modern.
Nowhere is the "dia" of the new African poet better expressed than in
"Congo" by Leopold Senghor:
Oho! Congo recumbent on thy bed, forest-bed, queen
of tamed Africa,
May phallic mountains bear aloft thy standard.

For thou art woman . . .
Mother of all nostrilled things . . . mother of flood
waters, wet-nurse of the harvest.

Ma Sao my woman with the thighs of violence . . .
Woman most loved of ouzougou (mud), body of incorruptible
oil, skin of diamantine night.
Deliver me ... from the spongy soil and smooth songs
of the White man.

My beloved at my side whose eburnean oil bends to her will
my hands, my heart
My strength exalted in abandon, my honour in submission.
And my knowledge in the instinct of thy rhythm. ...
(•—p. 166.)

Commenting on this force, Samuel Allen in his essay "Tendencies
African Poetry attributes to the African a responsiveness to "the imperii
call of the elements," a sensual receptivity, an intuitive sexual knowledge &
beyond that to which the European has progressed.
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Poet Senghor himself defines rhythm as:
The architecture of being, the internal dynamism which gives it form.
In the Negro-African it is in the very degree to which he envelops himself in
sensuality that the rhythm illuminates the spirit. (*#—p. 197.)
And in Paul Niger's "Je n'aime pas I'Afrique" we see the poetic rever
ence for the vital life-rhythm:
What?
a rhythm
a wine in the night through the forests,
nothing—or a reborn soul
a drum
a chant
the power
the surging
an intense vibration which slowly in the shuddering
marrow
brings down an old flagging body
seizes it by the waist
and pierces it
and turns it
and lives again its mounting fury in the hands
in the loins
in the thighs
and in the quickening womb.
(•*—p. 198.)
As the traditional African folk-story teller invoked this mystical life force
in his tale, his modern counterpart has created the 20th Century concept of
nigritude." According to Dr. Allen, negritude is the act of becoming vital,
active in the earth and the sky and the elements.
Amid the insufferable tensions of his estrangement, negritude is that
area the poet has carved out for himself in the poem where he may live and
dwell and have his true and absolute being. (*#—p. 183.)
There seems to be a striking parallel in the invocation of sensuality by
the African in search of an identity and by the 19th Century American in
^arch of a similar identity.
Walt Whitman, a kosmos, of Manhattan the son,
Turbulent, fleshy, sensual, eating, drinking and breeding,
No sentimentalist, no stander above men and women or apart
from than,
No more modest than immodest.
Song of Myself
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And in The Education of Henry Adams we see an artistic valuation of the
virgin-mother, corresponding in spirit, I believe, to the above quoted likeness
of Congo to mother by Senghor. In chapter XXV of The Education, Adams
wrote:
The Woman had once been supreme . . . Why was she unknown in
America? For evidently, America was ashamed of her ... In any previous
age, sex was strength . . . (the) Oriental goddess was worshipped (not) for
her beauty. She was goddess because of her force.
This reaction against what they see as the sterile refinement and impotent
delicacy of the literature of Britain and France seems common to both Africa
and America in their search for "identities."
Coincident with the literary reaction in both countries there was strong
political reaction against the colonial power. In America, this political revolu
tion gave rise to the manifestation of the "frontier spirit" which came to
form the essence of what was termed the American "national character."
Similarly the literary concept of negritude has its political counterpart:
Black Fascism. As Allen admits, negritude is racism; it is the negative reac
tion to the thesis of white supremacy. Jacques Roumain expresses the spirit
of Black Fascism in writing of the great sandy river:
And the white man who made you Mulatto
Is nothing but foam, like spittle
cast up on the shore.
(••—p. 185.)
Similarly, R. G. Armattoe, Ghaniau poet, writes of an inverted Aryanis®:
Our God is black
Black of eternal blackness
With large voluptuous lips
Matted hair and brown liquid eyes:
Figure of gainly form is He
For in His image we are made
Our God is black.
(••—p. 186.)
But negritude, sensuality, and rhythm, with their contemporary politic3'
counterparts, comprise only the bare basis of African folk lore from which50
much modern literature is derived. There are many subordinate then#
rooted in an African tradition, upon which modern writers have drawn.
of these themes have been couched in the traditional folk-tale form in thof
modern adaptations. But they have been ma nipulated time and again 10
present uniquely local ideas.
We will deal with as many of these traditional themes as space allo^
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demonstrating their orientation in folk lore and their consequent adaptation
to modern literature.
In "The Story of Liongo"* there exists a relic of Swahili folk lore which
has been perpetuated by word-of-mouth for six centuries. Liongo, a wise and
strong king, was dethroned by his mutinous subjects. For years he lived out
side the city, harassing the cruel inhabitants, thwarting by his cunning all
who would kill him. Finally, he is killed by his nephew who stabs him to
death with a copper needle. When the nephew returns to the city to claim
the throne, the townspeople fall upon him and kill him.
In "Liongo" we see the traditional reverence for cunning and wisdom
and a corresponding affirmation of the eventual triumph of natural justice,
two themes which permeate the majority of African folk lore. Incidentally,
it is interesting to notice the transition of values in American Negro folk lore
where the strength and courage, of John Henry, for example, has come to
replace the wisdom and cunning of Liongo as the primary value of the
mythological hero.
In "Liongo," as in many other African folk tales, the fatal mistake of the
hero which facilitates his tragic death is the act of trusting. However, with
lhe eventual triumph of justice, this perversion of trust or honesty is thematically avenged. His nephew, for example, was only able to kill Liongo by
gaining his confidence and discovering his susceptibility to the copper needle.
However, justice prevailed and the nephew was killed by penitent townsPeople.
The reverence for cunning, the fear of honesty or trust, and faith in the
eventual triumph of natural justice are all seen in another Swahili folk tale,
The Monkey Who Left His Heart in a Tree."* In this tale, a shark be
friended a monkey and lured him onto his back under pretence of carrying
Hm across the river. Half way across the river, the shark confessed that he
needed a monkey's heart for medicine to cure the Sultan. The cunning
monkey quickly chastised the shark for his lack of honesty, saying that he
tad left his heart in his tree. Then, persuading the shark to carry him back
t0 the shore to retrieve his heart, the monkey escapes.
In this tale, as in the "Liongo" story we see the expression of these tradi'•onal African themes. Together with these themes, we see the tendency of
African folk lore to interpret all things in exclusively metaphorical terms.
Jkh gift of metaphorical narration, stemming from the mystical nature of
ndigenous African religion, provides another rich element in the literary
lopsoil of folk lore.
Bearing in mind these characteristics of the African folk tale, the rever
se for cunning, fear of honesty, faith in the eventual triumph of natural
lusticc and the exclusive reliance on metaphor and allegory, let us now turn
t0 a story in which the characteristics of the folk tale are used in their purest
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form to present a local, contemporary theme. "The Gentlemen of the
Jungle"* by Jomo Kenyatta, organizer of the mau-mau movement, is an
ironic parable of colonial justice.
In this "tale" an elephant sought refuge for his trunk in a man's hut
during a thunderstorm. When the man assented, the elephant pushed his
head into the hut, driving the man out into the rain. During the ensuing
argument, the Lion, king of the jungle, appointed an Imperial Commission
composed of Mr. Rhinocerous, Mr. Buffalo, Mr. Alligator, The Rt. Hon. Mr.
Fox and Mr. Leopard. On seeing the personnel, the man protested the lack
of human representation. He was told, however, that this was impossible
since no one from his side was well enough educated to understand the
intricacy of jungle law.
The Commission finally declared that
In our opinion, this dispute has arisen through a regrettable misunder
standing due to the backwardness of (the man's) ideas. We consider that Mr.
Elephant has fulfilled his sacred duty of protecting your interests . . . Mr.
Elephant shall continue occupation of your hut, but we give you (the man)
permission to look for a site where you can build another hut more suited to
your needs. (*—p. 84.)
And so the man went out and built another hut, only to have it occupied
by Mr. Rhinocerous, Mr. Elephant, Mr. Leopard, etc. Finally they all began
to argue over their respective rights of occupation. While they were thus
fighting the man set fire to the hut, burning all the animals.
The obvious political call to action is made more effective by Kenyatta
through his use of the traditional folk themes and folk tale form. The man
(the African) is betrayed by the Elephant (Britain) for his honesty. He
finds himself exploited and oppressed by the other animals (France, Bel
gium, etc.) in a parody of colonial justice. Finally, however, the man reacts
with wisdom (revolution) and justice prevails.
(After burning down the hut) he went home saying: 'peace is costly, ton
it s worth the expense,' and lived happily ever after.
Another ingredient of African folk lore, a by-product perhaps of the
strong allegorical tendency, is the use of a traditional or representative char
acter. In Birago Diop's story about Fene-Falsehood and Deug-Truth the
representative character is used in conjunction with the previously mention^
folk themes. But here the author has employed an ironic manipulation 01
these traditional themes, through the use of these representative character*to present a modern theme. For, whereas African folk lore usually sings the
triumph of natural justice, Diop's Fene-Falsehood outsmarts Deug-Truth10
gain the property of the King (the judgment of history).
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At this point in our study a technical progression of African literature
becomes very apparent. At the primary level of African literature we see the
invocation of the raw, creative force, the use of the most basic component of
African folk lore.
Then follows the use of the more intricate components of African folk
lore in the re-telling of traditional folk tales in modern context.
The next stage of progression is the imposition of local allegory on the
folk tale form. Thus, in Kenyatta's "The Gentlemen of the Jungle" we see
the first real artistic manipulation of the folk form.
This manipulation increases with Diop's introduction of irony in order
to pervert the traditional themes so that he may impose upon them a pecu
liarly local context.
We now approach the final stage in the construction of African literature
from the folk lore source. In this stage, the most sacred folk theme, that of
the messianic ideal, is manipulated to fit into a contemporary political
context.
In a romantic expression of the messianic hope, "Shadow of Darkness,"*
a beautiful bull, named Shadow of Darkness, is stolen from a native boy,
Jalone, by French soldiers. The boy hikes to the military installation. When
he arrives, he stands on a hill away from the camp and begins to call the
bull:
On your forehead is the star of morning
On your back is the eagle;
Under your tongue the hump of a beetle,
Beautiful bull from the line of Osiris.

Listen, I am calling, calling, calling,
Oh, I need you; I am lonely.
Come to me quickly, Shadow of Darkness.
(•—p. 134.)
Here all the components of African folk and religious lore are utilized
by the author, put into a modern setting, likened to Islamic and Christian
references, and finally allegorically presented in contemporary political
context.
In the above-cited invocation of the messiah, the boy begins on a note of
sensuality (forehead, back, tongue), then progresses to the images of morn
ing-star and eagle, two symbols which are extensively used in African re
ligious incantations as manifestations of the Creator. Next we see the rever
ence for the solidity of the modern "negritude" (hump of a beetle), followed
by the possession of a sacred quality which transcends even the indigenous
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African religions. For the story not only follows the theme of the Second
Coming, a Christian ideal, but the invocation of the bull from the line of
Osiris encompasses both Egyptian and Hindu deities. Finally, the calling to
come quickly is an obvious reference to the celebrated arrival of the secularspiritual leader.
The political reference is found in the messianic appeal of the modern
African leader. Before the return, for example, of Dr. Hastings Banda to his
oppressed people in Nyasaland in 1958, his image as that of the messiah was
exploited by political agitators to arouse the Nyasaland Bantus to support the
nationalist group. Nkrumah, too, has utilized the messianic image to its
fullest in his climb to power.
Having traced the progress of a folk-oriented African literature to its
present stage, we must now turn to an opposite tendency in contemporary
African writing which, in reaction to the traditionalism, rejects the cultiva
tion of an African personality based on reversion to folk forms.

II
As Ulli Beier points out in his essay "In Search of an African Person
ality, *** a large part of the new social class in Africa regards traditional
music, dancing, art and above all religion as primitive, backward, and savage.
Thus we see a contemporary African literature which implicitly rejects the
praise of negritude or the cult of folk lore.
In J. Saverio Naigiziki's "Escapade in Ruanda"* an African clerk finds
salvation through the Christian church. The particular problems of this par
ticular character are solved by acceptance of Western religion. The story is
devoid of allegorical or metaphorical narrative, rejecting any invocation of
messianism (in the African sense), avoiding any investment of the main
character with a traditionalized or representative identity, and negating the
thesis of the triumph of eventual justice.
In Camara Laye's "The Stolen Jacket"* African justice is ludicrously
portrayed through the eyes of a white man charged with stealing a jacket,
who narrowly escapes the sentence of having his pants and underpants con
fiscated for reparation.
In There s Always a Way Out"* Gbemi holds up to severe ridicule the
sacred African chieftaincy. The story revolves around a retired shop keeper
who sells his daughters to buy the prized chieftaincy. Here the hypocrisy,
opportunism, and degeneracy of the traditional African institution is shown
up in the most satiric terms.
ncw school of African writers, those who reject the
kas's f°r
can
.
personality, based on African cultural heritage, is found in the reali
zation of the death of African culture under colonial rule. It is, instead, an
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acceptance of the synthesized personality born of culture-contact with the
colonial rulers. In "Ritual Murder" by C. O. D. Ekwenski* three Africans
sacrifice a chief to wash the sacred Golden Stool in his blood. An old fetishman (witch-doctor), who has hidden the ritual murderers, turns them over
to the British police. Finally, realizing the atrocity of his betrayal of his
countrymen, he poisons himself. The story sings of the disintegration of the
old order and of the impotence of African cultural tradition as a source of
salvation.
Perhaps this attitude is best expressed in a poem by Dennis Osadebay:
Don't preserve my customs,
As some fine curios
To suit some white historian's taste.
(***_p. 344.)
The realization of the destruction of African culture is most vividly ex
pressed in Francis Obika's "Return of the Soldier." Portraying post-war
Africa through the eyes of a returning soldier, he says
The hopes of re-establishment of the old order were fast receding. (No
more) . . . folk dances ... to the rhythm of the music of drums and
gongs, ... no more folk tales to be told beneath the stars at night, nor the
carnivals . . . under the moon. What a civilization! What a vengeance!
(•—p. 163.)

Yet with his realization of the impotence of traditional African culture,
the "new" African still guards most jealously his African personality. In
'The Perfect Understander" Albert Kayper Mensah of Ghana writes with
vindictive contempt of the white female student of Africana:
Lean and feeble, yet as keen
As an old God at its first sheep,
Mistaking pus for fat,
The young Freudian calls to keep
Another date for meal and chat,
Intent to use as evidence
Whate'er she thinks she finds of me
To make her sexual magnet swing.
(**•*—p. 228.)

Ill
In their search for an African personality, the majority of new African
writers have drawn upon the traditional culture of Africa, investing it with a
strongly contemporary political and social flavor. The minority, preferring to
follow the established themes and forms of European and American litera-
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turc, arc, however, as intent to establish a national literature based on the
new synthesized culture.
I would agree with Ulli Beicr, however, that the ideal of negritude with
all its nationalistic, racist overtones will continue to predominate as the mov
ing force behind African literature. Especially in view of the political in
tensity in which the continent is engulfed, negritude reveals itself as a philo
sophic basis for nationalism and African identity.
For along with the intense drive for political freedom comes a corresponding contempt for the cultural artificiality of the West. In "New York"
for example, Senghor bitterly denounces America, as did Henry Adams
nearly a century ago, for the worship of the dynamo and the neglect of the
mother:
New York! ...

No mother s breast, but only nylon legs. Legs and breasts
that have no sweat nor smell.

Now return the most ancient times, the unity recovered,
the reconciliation of the Lion, the Bull and the Tree
Thoughts linked to act, ear to heart, sign to sense.
(*•—P- 348 )
As Emerson told his American disciples in 1837, "We have listened too
ong to the courtly muses of Europe," so the Negro poet Laleau, bemoaning
his confinement by the French language, writes of:

The borrowed sentiments and customs of Europe;
Mine is the agony
The unutterable despair
In breaking with the cold words of France
The pulsing heart of the Senegal.
(•*—p. 193.)

Whereas the political African directs his struggle against the domination
ot European and American imperialists, the African writer sees the Puritanrooted, materialistic anti-humanism as the foe against which his historical
impulse drives him. And it is the lack of this type of historical orientation
styled w^t"11 CFCUtS
P°ss'bility of real success among the European-
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In O. H. Kwesi Brew's "Ancestral Faces" we see finally the unchallenge
able statement of the African traditionalist, without which any projected
African personality would undoubtedly be stillborn:
"Ancestral Faces"
They sneaked into the limbo of time.

They could not silence the drums,
The fiber of their souls and our
The drums that whisper to us behind black sinewy hands
They gazed.

They saw us,
And said: They have not changed.

(••••—p. 229.)

* African Voices, cd. Peggy Rutherford, Vanguard Press, Inc., i960. This recently published
anthology of native African writing is by far the most comprehensive and representative volume
>ts kind that I have seen. It is an invaluable mosaic of the many faces of the emerging
African Personality."
** Africa Seen by American Negroes, Presence Africainc, 1958.
*** "The Twentieth Century," April, 1959.

•••• New World

Writing #15, Mentor Books, June, 1959.

CHARLES WILLIAMS

How Soft the Sounds
May the first of spring
Medlar scent
and thyme
Tulip color
and iris grace
be
My gift to you.
May soft yellow ribbon
Morning murmers
and sunEnfolding sleep
and half-closed lips
bind
My gift to you.

Our Lady of the Chrysanthemums
In her pink and gold autumn afternoon
She sat and filled her canvas
With her antique garden. Followed by her brush
The tree-top tips arranged in gilted groups
Are gold against the sky.
Each urn with arms akimbo, each column
Respectfully baroque, the quietly geometric beds
Reflect the sky and blend their pinks
In the easy pink of her afternoon of paint.
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In colors strong and unmixed
She paints
About her antique garden
Children, unknown
Children, daringly alive
In her world of docile pink and burnished gold.
Merciless and uncontrolled
They squirm from
Her brush's control
With easily flowing lines.
She feels their hands
Upon her knees,
Their feet against her feet.
She hears them whine,
Their heads thrown back; she
Hears their laughter
And there she hears
No sympathy
For their likenesses.
Back and back bending their heads,
Voices whining
At their creator,
They avoid the brush.
And then, the ultimate irritation,
Fastidiousness is reasserted
And brings the end to
A nervously chromatic day.
Necks are snapped; heads are severed.
All is erased, and substituted
Are chrysanthemums,
Both sunset pink and autumn gold
(Both or either), but always
Safely pastel.

GEORGE J. GRELLA

Hamburger Heaven
i
Killed, dismembered, pounded,
Ground, shaped, and rounded,
Amid the incense of heated tissue
The great beast without issue
Is prepared for incarnation,
When flesh reaches fleshly immolation:
At the supplication—"Two with."
(Corpus domini nostri)
Rejoice in the steer,
Massive and strong,
Bereft only of sex.
II
They: Dedicate but do not consecrate,
Commune without communication,
Consume without consummation.
I
The greasy afternoon
Holds me in its nauseous maw.
My entrails quiver
At the crimsoned sacrifice,
(Libera me per hoc sacrosanctum Corpus et Sanguinem tuum.)
Quake at the slaw.
III
(Ite, missa est)
I go, dropping thirty cents on the priestess' plate.
She meditatively probes a nostril (her left).
1 he street swallows me, traffic ruminates.
We too are bereft.

JONATHAN KLE1NBARD

How
Is a Bush
Easy
Supposed a Bear
Things were not going very well. Michael Achor could tell that. Sitting
in one of the reading rooms, he had wasted the day staring at the dozen or so
people who played musical chairs at his table. He had wasted the entire day
dallying over ways to kill his aunt. He had wanted to get to a telephone, but
had restrained himself, held himself to the unfinished chapter in front of
him. He always resented, afterwards, his own person when he used the tele
phone. But, now, before he went in to dine with the old woman, he would
do it.
Michael looked in the window of the place he had promised to meet her.
It was the usual cheap bar. He crossed the street, entered one of those street
phone booths. Dial tone. He spoke into the mouthpiece: "I worked for hours,
between murders of the old woman. But it was all worthless. Though two of
my people haven't appeared yet . . . I'm halfway. . . He laughed. "The
other three are still struggling with each other. I have them caught in a glass
cage whose panes are cracked. But how unusual the inside is for them, like
so much fairy tale in hell. The first is about ready to die, the others will
change as a result, but it shan't help them. And the two who haven't ap
peared yet ... they'll be the reincarnation of those who haven't died yet. It's
all planned murkily up there." He looked up, trying to think of something
dse to say, saw the metal top of his glass booth. "I've got to hurry. She'll be
waiting. Listen, I must meet someone else. Anyone who is innocuous, con
scious man, woman, child. Someone, beside my novel, to whom I can talk
'n complete sentences. It's been too long. Chance acquaintance to be struck
up: Deus ex machina." He hung up and hurried back across the street to
the bar.
Instead of going directly back to the tables, where he knew his aunt
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would be waiting, Michael surveyed the backs at the bar. As in so many of
his aunt's dives, overhead sunlamps illuminated the place, each figure at the
bar set out on his own piece of beach. So it only took a glance for Michael to
see that there was only one woman on the entire line of stools. She was, like
the rest, hunched over her drink.
That she is a woman, he amused himself, makes her a more attractive (
chance acquaintance. He stood behind her long enough to hear her answer
the bartender in that unmistakable Polish accent. All the depression of the
day lifted. Oh, he was not sure, but he was prepared for coincidence, even
had decided upon it.
"They say you come from Tasmania/ Michael Achor said to the head
of curly hair. She, who had been poking over her drink, swung around on .
the bar stool, looked up at her intruder, and then broke into a smile.
"Exotic, is it not?" she replied.
"Sort of coincidence. I mean meeting Hilda here, after all those years.
"Not so many years. But that is the way of devices. Is not that how you
would say it?" She added, mockingly, "You arc still literary?"
"I suppose so." The same caustic bitterness, he reflected. But then he
thought he would make the best of it. "I was just speaking about you on ,
the telephone."
She looked at him, retorting with a crooked little smile, as if to say:
Oh, you are still doing that.
"Dining?" he asked, feeling as though he had been caught with his hand
in his pants.
"No. I was just having a drink. I live around the corner. Must get back
to work, am painting again, some other time." She rose awkwardly. So out |
of proportion, he thought, following her figure from the heavy breasts to the
slim legs revealed by the flounce of her skirt as she stepped down from
the stool.
He watched her go out and then remembered his aunt. He could see the
old woman at a table, already sipping a beer. He could hear her now, a wet
line around her mustascioed lips: Who was that piece ?
He wondered how much longer he would tolerate this old woman. Oh
he was used to her bubblings of obscenities; he had lived with that for two
years now. But she still disgusted him. He sat down, uttered: "A girl I used
to know."
"Oh. I ordered a cottage cheese salad for you."
He disliked cottage cheese, but there was little he could say about it. She
had been buying him cottage cheese salads for two years. He kept his
eyes down.
"When did you know her?" She called out to him. He heard her glass
scrape on the table and could see her brown speckled hand, like a piece of
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water-stained wall paper, curl about it.
"Before the army. When I first came to New York. She's an artist." He
could not bring himself to form full sentences. He made the effort: "We had
a disagreement. I was drafted. I never saw her again.
"A disagreement. A disagreement. Too bad. She is pretty in her way."
As usual, the pickles left his plate. "Don't mind, do you r
He tried not to listen to the clickings of her false teeth. He had told her
once that she ought to get new ones, that, perhaps, these might do her dam
age, as, perhaps, they didn't fit. Oh, she had answered angrily, she wasn't
going to go back to that horrible dental college to let those students use her
for a guinea pig. He had never mentioned it again. Let her and the rest of
God's perversions gag on their tongues, just so he did not have to listen.
He chewed up his last piece of lettuce. "I must get back to the library.
I'm in the middle of a chapter. Should never have left." He said it every time.
He knew she was looking at him crossly, the flabby arm, any minute, about
to snake out of a loose sleeve.
"Have a cigarette with me."
He knew what that meant; offering her his pack, he gave up the hour.
The room seemed to cloud over. He stared at the tubed legs of the bar stools,
as at so much iron grating.
"You know, Michael, you haven't exactly been leading the most exciting
life...
He tried to think of words, but could only picture an open casket, the
old woman lying, stomach down, inside (is it really her?); he, lamenting
alongside; the girl Hilda, in her old slacks, painting crosses on the box.
"A writer should have lots of experience. If it wasn t that I never even
see you with other men. ..."
He would take the brush out of Hilda's hand, poke the old woman: Is
she really dead, is it really her? The body turned. Funny, it's Hilda. He
wanted to laugh.
"I'd say you were a fairy."
He wiped some of the smoke from her cigarette away from his eyes. It
was her standard theme. "Well," he heard himself saying, "For one thing,
I haven't any money." That always stopped her.
"Oh, I'd give you some." She said that in her usual loud voice, and then
added, in the softest tone he had ever heard her use, "If I had some myself."
He let her off the hook. "You know that I've been working on my book
for the last two years. That's the only reason I accepted your offer in the first
place." He knew he should not have added the last. But it was true, and he
wanted to scream it out at her fifty times a day.
"My offer? My offer. Oh yes, my offer. Now that you bring it up, you
haven't been keeping your part of the bargain." She whined the last into her
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glass. "Comfort for comfort."
Michael got up. "I must be off." She pushed the money for the bill across
to him, following him out. He wanted to turn to silence her squeaking tennis
shoes with one melodramatic blow.
But she spoke to him instead. "Why don't you come home early
tonight?"
"I'll be in after the library closes. Was there anything special?"
"I thought you might take me to a movie."
"Sorry. I must finish this section up." She left him standing outside the
bar. He felt the heaviness leave, though, he reflected, he still needed to return
to a consciousness of a keener kind before going back to his work. That he
was merely putting things aside he did not for the moment care.
He decided to pace the block, remembering, with some amusement, his
encounter at the bar with the girl Hilda. Perhaps, he thought, I'll find her
place. That would be nice. After all, as the old woman always is saying, I
have been rather celibate these past months. He began paying more attention
to door plates, canvasing both sides of the street. He wanted more than any
thing else to find the girl's place.
He no longer minded the people who asked him if he was looking for
someone in particular. He had walked the same street twice, had answered
all enquiries with an "Oh no ... I don't think so," was oblivious to the stares
of those who sat on their front doorsteps or stood talking with neighbors.
With the evening the lights in the street and over doors had flickered
on; his eyes were directed only by what he could see: the name plates under
the doorbells. He did feel somewhat like a marionette, erratically manipulated
to a bending position at every doorway in order to read an inscription and
then straightening to limber down the pavement to the next. He finally saw
under one of the doorbells the handwritten—perhaps why he had missed it
the first time—name Hilda Blanca. He went up the darkened stairway two
at a time, feeling some sort of exhilaration overcome him, temporarily releas
ing him from those puppet wires. He rapped at the door.
There was a short pause, then the door opened. She had changed her
skirt for slacks, but still wore the sweater. His eyes wandered from the slim
legs to her dirty fingers, up to the large head, resting again on her hands,
twitching in the gloom.
Michael. 1 wondered how long it would be before I could tell you to
get out." She started to close the door.
This is rather cruel." He managed to gasp, partly in surprise and partly
as a result of his Herculean climb up the stairs.
I do not wish to begin all over again. It is dead, the past, like a box of
old buttons, Porgot already. Please go away." She spoke through the crack
in the doorway, leaning her body against the door.
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"I don't remember anything in the past which was so bad that it should
make any difference. We had a row and then I went in the army. Besides,
I just want to talk."
"I am not talking about your past. Nor yours and mine. Just mine.
Everything which happens is nothing: Just now.
Recovered, both from his climb and the initial surprise of her denial, he
tried again. "Will you call for help if I force my way in."
"No." Came the reply, followed by a short laugh.
He pushed gently against the door, the weight on the other side giving
way immediately. The figure sprawled on the floor in the darkened apart
ment whispered up: "That wasnt much resistance, was itr
He helped her up, sensing, at once, the immediacy of her person, her
body next to him, and, then, a certain rigidity.
"You are just in time," she said. "By coincidence I have been waiting
for you to do some sketching. Come in and sit. She turned from him and
marched towards a lighted doorway. In the half light from the other room
he saw her things arranged neatly in what was apparently her bedroomliving room. "Two rooms," she said from the other. One to work in, the
other the cocoon."
Such an authoritarian voice. He wondered at that and then stepped into
the doorway to her studio. It was not neat at all, was all he could think, can
vases were piled in every corner; the floor was littered with crumpled papers.
"Nice variety of dirt," he murmured, kicking aside an empty spaghetti can.
He looked up from the doorway. Two reflector lamps glowed on a hastily
covered canvas on the easel. The only other light hung from the ceiling in
the corner opposite the easel.
She pointed to that corner. "You sit there." He could not see her face,
distinctly, for the glare from the reflector lights. He looked for a window,
hoping for some relief: it was covered with thick material tacked along all
the borders, if that was the window. He made his way to the diminutive
light hanging in the corner. There he found a stool on which to sit. He let
his eyes rest on the cool darkness of the canvas back, above which he could
just make out her curly hair—but it was too bright to look above, below
which he could see her slacks—they were dark and the light did not bother
his eyes down there. Mind-Body distinction, he thought, picturing an empti
ness between the head and the legs.
"We could talk," he offered.
"Yes. Talk. Move. Don't move. What shall we talk about?"
He didn't know. He was too amazed by it all. She was so different than
he had known her. They had laughed and talked, partied, she doing most of
it. Oh, she had been wild. He remembered her, one January night, meeting
him in red pajamas, walking with him from one party to another, the snow
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lightly laying on her dark hair. Oh, certainly she had had that same caustic
bitter quality about her. But it was like being bound up with a bouncy tiger
who on occasion would good naturedly snarl. He was beginning to regret
giving up his evening at work for another depressing game. He saw himself
returning to his aunts nondescript flat, with its chrome-legged tables and
period chairs, the old woman asking: Did you get a lot of work done at the
Womb (her usual term for the library). As though to say, you could have
taken me to the movies. And he answering, sarcastically, No, nothing. Took
your advice and had an experience. He did feel as though he were about
to laugh.
She interrupted his reverie, as though she wished him to talk. "Well, tell
me what you have been doing. Married? Writing still?"
He felt himself answering automatically, as he did with his aunt. This
time he did not want to machine it back, wanted to think it all out. But he
wentt right on speaking. "No. I'm not married. I'm writing a novel now."
"Ah, I thought the army would cure you of that. You work?"
My aunt. I live with her. She supports me as long as I keep her
company."
"Nice."
Not very. She s in her sixties, demanding and more than tiresome."
Understatement.
Too bad. Have you nothing else to tell me? What are you writing?
Stock questions, sorry."
I ve been working on it for a long time. I keep saying that I'll get it
finished." He laughed.
"Army life?"
"No. A problem of living together."
First hand ? Sounds full of self-realization."
Perhaps it is, he thought. But why should he try to answer her with
another explanation, even a retort. He kept his silence.
I am sorry if I hurt you, about the book. Is it? I mean about self-realiza
tion in a good way, you know. I don't."
t Perhaps. They all pass away in their various ways. It is all very unreal:
t at s what will be said about it—if it is ever published. I'm re-writing now."
He said it rather dryly.
"You have put much work in it. I am sorry again."
He wanted to say that s all right. He was glad that she had asked about
t e
. At least he was facing someone beside his aunt about his work.
is aunt, sitting across from him at the kitchen table, her pointed chin thrust
out at im, so that he imagined a sprouting goatee, like the tapered root of a
carrot, ell, when will it be done, Michael. I don't want to say anything, but
>ou might let it go for a while and take me out. All I do is eat and sleep and
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crap all day. The cheeks puffed out again on one of his cigarettes.
He lifted his head to see, in the glare of the lights, the girl's eyes peering
at him over the canvas. He wanted to moo, laughed aloud, heard her own
voice rise richly in a laugh, then thought of himself staring back from his
corner.
"And you?" he asked. "What have you been doing for the last four
years?"
"Four years. You know," she laughed. "I have been sketching you very
little. I have been sitting and standing, thinking and seeing. Shall we get to
work. You models are expensive."
He just asked again, more firmly, "It's your turn. What have you been
doing?"
"Painting." She paused. Then she said softly, "Avoiding.' Her voice had
lost its authoritarian tone. "It has little to do with our affair, I suppose.
After you left I continued painting. Must admit that it did not bother me
much that we were through. Then I took up with someone else. A Pole. Had
known my family in Prague."
Tasmania. Oh, he had always known it had been a joke. They had never
spoken about either of their families. But Tasmania had been so nice, such a
way to think of her.
"Then we had a big row. He cut all my hair off."
Michael could envision a tall greying man, goatee, dark suit. Smiled at
his own picture of the typical villain, tying up Hilda Blanca, shearing off her
hair with a wild Mephistophelean laugh.
The girl laughed. Then began again: "But I tired of it all. You are the
first person I know that I have seen in three years. It has been lonely, very
lonely, but I work, copy, copy the Masters. I wanted to be alone, I suppose,
could not stand having to speak with everyone, be gay, you know."
He could not see any of her for the canvas and thought that she, too,
must be sitting. That made it easier to say something innocuous. "Have you
shown .. . your work?"
"Not ready. Quiet. Believe it or not I have sketched you. One moment
°ut of an hour's impatience. I should now begin painting."
"May I look at it? What you've done."
"You are proud of yourself?" She said it lightly, as though to forestall
him.
He walked towards the easel. "I'm just interested."
She came out in front of the lights. "No. Stay back. I am not ready yet."
"But you said that you finished the sketch. Can't I have one look,
Hilda?" He wondered why she was so perverse about it, decided that he
would look: it wasn't so much that his own likeness—or unlikeness—inter
ested him that much. He wanted to sec her work, even perhaps to goad her,
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perhaps to get nearer to her. He let his eyes rest on her figure which, back
to the easel's back, shut out the light. "I shan't say anything. Besides, it's
only a sketch." He walked towards her.
"Get out!" she shouted at him.
"Don't you remember," he said softly, "when you sketched me before.
You always showed them to me."
"A thousand worthless attempts!" she shouted back at him.
Were there that many ? he said lightly, already so close that he could
have touched her.
T es. T es. I wasted all that time. Go back to your place, or you will have
to leave. I am not finished yet, when I am finished you may . . . perhaps ...
see. She no longer shouted, rather she spoke desperately, aware, at last, of
his nearness. Another step, he realized, would take him past her to the other
side of the easel. Though the lights behind her made her a dark object in his
vision, he closed his eyes and saw only the white square of a white pillow.
He began to move around her to get to the other side when he felt something sharp dig at his face. In the next instant he felt her body press against
him, her one hand hammering blows into his back, the other clawing at his
cheek. He tried to get around her: the pillow white dissolved into her face,
lips parted, teeth set, her eyes mad. Calm her down now, calm her down.
He caught both of her arms in his own. Then, as though he had released
her, felt her thrust her body against his, her legs pressing against his own.
They toppled the easel over. He heard her gasp out: "No matter. It's not
finished."
II
She stood behind the easel once again. Michael was in the corner under
the meager globe. She had turned off the large reflector lamps and was either
working blindly or sitting in the dark. He felt, sitting under the room's
remaining light, as though he were judge—or being cross-examined. Not that
she was either accused or accusing, rather it was that he had sat too often
under that hanging globe.
He tried to lose his morbidity. "I didn't get to see the sketch."
We always win. Women, I mean. In our way. Anyhow, it is helplessly
now. They were quiet for a while. He could hear her working in
t e ar -. Then she said, Tell me something about yourself now. You seem
to ave a great set-up for an artist. I know. . . . Tell me how your novel
7
will end."
He did not know how to answer. At last he said, "I can only tell you
this, as I say it over and over again: Leave them in unreality, it is the only
thing real today. Today seems to be too real for my sentence."
That is all right. But who? Leave who?"
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"You. My people in the tale. I think it must be everyone, including
myself."
"Oh." She changed the subject. "And your patron. She sounds horrible.
You should . . . should kill her. Yes. Hide a hatchet in your pajamas. Get
into bed with her. Crack her open."
No. Not with a hatchet, though he laughed. No. He envisioned the
old woman hanging from the ceiling (somehow the plasterboard would hold
her), her left eye dangling on a piece of string.
She laughed. "Ah. But it would be something to do. 1 mean the two of
us together."
"That sounds romantic," he said dryly.
"Well," she lightly replied, "we always talk about our lives here. Even
before when we knew each other, that is all we ever do. Not you and me
alone. So stupid. I mean because they exist and there is no need to talk in
order to see it."
"Yes, yes. That is everything I mean." And he thought of his own work.
She was so right, summed it up so well, if one can do that. But then he
added, "Killing the old woman is different?"
"Oh, yes. Because we shall never do it."
"I do it all the time." He got off of his stool.
"You don't need the telephone now, do you?" she laughed. "1 knew in
the bar that you were still doing that."
"I don't think so."
"Oh, well, mine wasn't connected when 1 moved in. So I had the com
pany take it out. What is the matter?"
He stood in front of her, undecided as to what to say. He just wanted to
look at her.
She came over to him. "Let us get out of here. Go to your place. We'll
get your things and come back. You may stay here for a while."
He helped her on with her coat, whispered to her, "A questing we do
g°> as though there was someone spying on them in the dark, and then
slipped out the door with htr, down the steps, out, again into the evening
wbere there was noise other than their own voices. He felt her hand in his
°wn and knew, now, only the desire to take her to the old woman's, to get
there, somewhere. They descended into the subway, he listening to their
footStcps making tapping sounds, broken by the screech of a train on one of
the levels, to be resumed (that tapping, tapping) after the train went away.
They waited on the platform until the beam of light faded out in the
r°ar of the approach and the train jerked in front of them, doors opening,
and they entered the almost empty car. She sat next to him on the straw
colored seat (She is so alive next to me; a warmth in that old coat) and he
Pot his arm about her shoulders. The doors closed and the train jerked off,
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screaming, shattering his mind with broken glass and bouncing stones. He
let go of her hand, not wanting to touch her for the dirt of the surroundings,
the mire of grime he always associated with the subway.
A station flashed through the windows (this is an express, thank God,
got the right train). There was that long eerie call, the slowing and subse
quent jerking, and the train stopped. Michael raised his head as a draft of
cool air touched him from the opened doors. Hilda Blanca's head was still
bowed. Two or three people boarded their car, all of them dressed in dark
coats, faces hidden under hats or in the collar of the black coats; all swayed,
precariously, as the train started up again, swayed into seats and bowed
their heads.
He rose as the train twisted around a curve and headed for another
stretch of lights. And he gently urged Hilda Blanca up. They stood together
until the train stopped, jerked once, so that they were jostled against each
other (put my hand on her arm, steady her, this is fun) and then broke onto
the platform, out of the subway car. He turned to see, through the glass
windows (I'm outside looking in), the figures in the car, most of whom were
still hunched over or hidden behind newspapers, one of whom, hardly dis
tinguishable in the dim lighting, looked out, his swarthy face cut by a laugh.
The girl pulled on his arm. She said something he did not hear for noise
of the train leaving. Then they trotted through the turnstile (tap-tapping),
up the stairs and out onto the street. There a certain lightness of automobile
horns, the whizz of a bus's brakes and the dulled over confusion of people
talking and walking lifted Michael Achor from the section of underground.
"Your aunt lives in a tenement?"
"My aunt and I." He responded to the weight on his arm, looked, at
last, at her face to see a dark smudge across her nose. He wiped it away with
his finger. She smiled back at him and they walked into a crowd of people"Which way?" she asked.
He motioned across the street and they walked with the light, into the
blinding headlights of automobiles stopped. On the other side he paused and
pointed to a railroad track which ran above the road past the largest of two
buildings. It was a straight line, etched in the night by those yellow lights
which overhung it. He followed the track with his finger, pausing at a sec
tion of the large building which was parallel with the elevated. "We Hvc
there. It is very inexpensive."
Do you lie in bed at night and listen to the trains go by?"
Oh, yes," he laughed, "with my head under the pillow."
Ah, what do you think of when the train goes by?" she asked jokinglyYou and your apartment and pushing over your easel."
Such a symbolic thinker. But you have shown marvelous memory of the
future, don't you think."
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"It's not so nice. The trains, or whatever they are ... the subway elevated,
I think, don't even whistle."
He carried her along on his arm until they entered the building. He
walked ahead of her through the entrance, conscious only of the soft pad
behind him. Michael Achor turned to her, "We live upstairs. She'll probably
be asleep."
They took the stairs, walking steadily, evenly up the steps, pausing on
the landings under the glow of EXIT. On the landing at the second floor he
asked her: "Do you believe in butterflies? Do you know what I mean?"
And she replied, "Only the wings, the gaily colored wings." Paused,
then said, "I wish we had never come here. Is there anything you really
need?"
He was brought back from the underground, a hundred swarthy laugh
ing faces. "No ... but let's go on. Just to the door. Then we can return."
At the third floor landing, she asked him: "I am very tired. Let's rest. It
is so gloomy in here."
He sat down beside her on the stair, let his hand glaze over her cheek.
"That revives," she said, getting up. "You really want to go up there,
don't you."
He looked up at her from the stair. "Oh, yes. Just to the door. Tell me,
though, is it only the weariness of it all which makes you want to go back ?
"No, no," she said. "It is that it is becoming so pedestrian. And then
there is your old woman, whom, asleep or not, I shall have to meet, perhaps
scream at."
"I shall change it all," he promised, getting up. She gave him her hand
and they ascended to the fourth landing. Michael Achor opened the fire door
and ushered Hilda Blanca into the narrow hallway. A baby's wailing greeted
them, as a dusty sunray in a curtained room.
He led her down the hall, past the crying baby's door. At the end of the
corridor a small window looked out onto the night. He turned, stopped in
front of a door, stared at the name plate (the old woman), could sense the
girl behind him. The door was not locked. They entered, hesitating to put
one foot in front of another, stepping awkwardly onto the linoleum floor. A
single light burned in the next room. Michael strode forth, then pausing to
hear the girl exclaim:
"Oh, look, the telephone's off the hook. She must be lurking somewhere
hack there. I wait here for you."
He saw the telephone, waiting. He walked into the next room, half
expecting the old woman to jump out at him, cry, "Oh, there you are!
The table lamp, its shade ripped in a dozen places, threw out prismatic
shapes against the walls and ceiling. With his eyes he followed them around
the room, knowing all over again the harshness of the spindly-legged chairs,
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the chromed table, the Woolworth landscape on the wall. His eyes made
their centrifugal movement, stopped at the center. There, on a white clothes
line from the plasterboard ceiling (somehow) hung the old woman, her
head forced back upon her neck, the mouth opened in a gaping smile. He
heard the train whistle, could imagine the round beam of light approaching,
with the whistle, down the track. And then wondered if Hilda Blanca would
see it. He knew the girl was beside him, her hand reaching for his own. They
were unsteady. (Does she see her? Does she see it?)
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